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Rope Attachments 

Becker Mining South Africa is the leading supplier of mine winding and guide 

rope attachments to the South African mining industry with over 80 years 

experience and a 100°10 safety track record in the field. All rope attachments 

comply with government mining regulations and meet or exceed international 

mining house specifications. 

■ Safety detaching hooksets for drum winders

■ Friction winder rope attachment sets

■ Rope handling and maintenance equipment

■ Guide rope attachments

■ Maintenance and refurbishment of existing rope attachment sets

■ Compensating sheave wheels



Rope Attachments 

Wire Rope socket 

Rope sockets are used for the capping of 

winding ropes or balance ropes. The socket 

comprises of a cone shaped body, suitably 

machined to accommodate the rope end to 

be resin or white metal capped. The prefer

red method is using approved resin kits. The 

socket is supplied with a threaded pin with 

nut and split pin. 

Rocket Safety Detaching Hook 

The Rocket Safety Detaching Hook fulfils a vital 

function in drum winding installations. Their 

purpose is to detach the winding rope from 

the conveyance in the event of an overwind, 

and to arrest and suspend the conveyance 

in the headframe. The device prevents injury 

to personnel and extensive damage to equip

ment should an overwind occur. The hook can 

be reset to the normal closed position and 

released from the catch plate by a lowering 

shackle or links. 

Winding Rope cappels {Thimble 

Type) 

Thimble type cappels are used in multirope 

friction winder systems. They provide a re

liable and safe method of terminating the 

rope and also allow for adjustment of rope 

lengths, the rope can be pulled in through 

the cappel. When used in conjunction with 

hydraulic compensators the thimble cappel 

allows for coarse adjustment of rope lengths. 



Rope Attachments 

Hydraulic Adjusting Linkages 

Head ropes fitted to a multirope friction winder 

require a means of adjusting their lengths to 

maintain equality between the loads applied 

to each rope attached to the conveyances. 

The HAL type hydraulic linkages are length

tension compensating devices widely used and 

preferred for final and service equalisation 

settings in a multi-rope system. 

compensating Sheave Wheels 

These devices can be fitted to a Blair multi 

rope winder and can rotate freely to equalise 

the tensions between the two ropes thus 

sharing the rope load equally between the 

two ropes. 

WRC Rope Clamps 

WRC interlocking wedge type rope clamps 

provide a convenient, positive and fail safe 

method of anchoring, suspending or mano

euvring wire ropes. The clamps can be used 

for permanent anchoring, tensioning or sus

pending guide ropes in a mine shaft or for 

manoeuvring or pre-tensioning ropes during 

installation and maintenance. The clamp can 

be supplied with a hydraulic wedge extractor 

which is used to smoothly extract the wed

ges from the casing by means of a hydraulic 

jacking system. 

■



Desi n Criteria 

All rope attachments are designed in accor

dance with the British National coal Board 

Specification and will meet all statutory re

quirements. 

All safety critical load bearing components 

are designed for static and fatigue conditi

ons and incorporate a minimum static safety 

factor in excess of 10:1 

Size Ran e 

Single string rope attachments are designed 

in a range to suit various safe working loads 

from 5 ton to 45 Ton safe working loads. 

Proof load Testin 

All safety critical load bearing rope attach

ments are proof load tested to 2500/o of the 

components rated safe working load. 
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Material s ecifications 

All safety critical load bearing components 

are manufactured from limited work harde

ning 1.50/o manganese steel to BS2772 Part 

2 (1989) Group 2 150M19 in the hardened and 

tempered condition. 

Material test piece sets in accordance with 

the BS2772 specification consisting of one 

tensile and three CharpyV Notch impact tests 

per cast per furnace load are provided. 

Non Destructive Testin 

All rope attachments are subjected to full 

magnetic particle and ultrasonic non destruc

tive testing after proof load testing. 
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